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:cture has come unavoidably my appoint- 
ment as rrotessor of History over nine years ago! . llF. U G I ~ Y  in deliver- 
ing it is not deliberate. It is partly the product of the erstwhile practice 
of backdating Professorial appointmepts and partly the result of for- 
tuitous . circumstances - .  which require a brief explanation. Bythe time I 
rc intment in November 1983, I had already 
b~ work at the Ondo State University where 
I1 mdation Professor of History and Dean, 
Faculty ot Arts. And shortly after my return to Ife, I was appointed 
Head, Department of History from 1986 to 1989 

During this period, the Department. was in of 
scholarly activities ;over and above our normal ~ L I L L I ~ I I ~ ,  1r;ar;al LII and 
public service duties. For example, the Department hosted the Con- 
gress of the Historical Society of Nigeria and organised the National 
Conference on the Centenary of the Kiriji Peace Treaty in 1986. This 
was followed by the International Conference on "Federalism in a 
Changing World in 1987. It was in the same year that Council 
commissioned the Department to prepare a book on the history of this 
U trs to coincide with the Silver Jubilee 
C ~ich  I jointly edited with Dr. 'Biodun 
A 1 published in 1989.' The task 3f prepar- 
in ~tive historical account withir ~d and in the 
a1 properly organised Universi ~rduous one. 
N was the problem of coordin twenty-two 
C O I ~ L I I U U L U ~ S  suread across all F a c u l ~ ~ ~ ~  a ~ r u  ubpal~llLent~ of the 1 .  
University. eize this c k all my c in 
the Depart I &hers w y to the c of 
the period. 

It was partly to recover from the administrative as well as academic 
strains of the period that I was granted a sabbatical leave which I spent 
at the Ogun State University, Ago Iwoye, during the 1989-1990 Session. 
T :e my appointment as Profe: :tober, 1981 
h; ~llenging mobility coupled a 11 academic 
el ~trihutions. At long last, I a rivileged to 
address this distinguished audl~nce on a topic which has occupied my 
mind for a long time. That  is "The Evolution of African 
Historiography". I am aware tha  the topic is of considerable interest , 
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to students of history who will no doubt benefit from further exposure 
to concepts and p~ilosophical issucs; to our colleagues in the Social 
Sciences in their commendable cndeavours to expand their conceotual 
models and, I hope, to the at - 

cademic ( Y at large, 

them inc 
j or prehi 
2f archaec 

BASIC DEFINITIONS 
The qtudy of man's relationshrp to his envkonmenr over Lime from 

theemergence of the lrsthor?~osapiens has presented interested mbds 
with a residue of challenges; reconstruction of human activities h the 
period before writing, making up for damaged and lost archives, 
collation and interpretation of extant material and other related 
problems. These problems are considered historiographical and they 
involve the application of techniques and principles developed in the 
confrontation of luding ones evolved for the study of 
preliterate societie: story. Suffice it to say that oral tradition 
and the disciplines ( )logy and ethnbgraphy are instruments of 
historiography. Historiography is thus conceived as the ". . . discipline 
dealing with the methods of writing history and the techniques of 
historical investigation".' 

Three elements are identifiable in the above definition. In the first 
place, it posits that historiography consists of disciplines. Apart from 
archaeology and anthropology, others like linguistics, numismatics, 
paleontology, diplomalics, logic and others have served useful pur- 
poses for historiography. Secondly, the above definition claims that 
these disciplines are concerned with the method ofwriting history, This 
is a reference to approaches, theories, models and genre - for ex- 
ample, systems model, panegyric literature, dialectical materialism, to 
mention a few. Finally, these disciplines deal with the techniques 01 
historical investigation. In the process of his investigation, the historian 
asks questions about man, his culture, his relations with fellow men and 
his world view. Interviews are carried OW b ~ t h  orally and by fielding 

on people who either were participants in the historical 
drama at stake or who claim some knowledge based on handed don 
tradition. In surmounting the enormous problems arising from the 
questions aboul man and his development over time, the historian has 
appcalcd to other disciplincs, contriving their specialised foci to his- 
torical advantage. 

But the conception of other commentators has introduc 
ment of controversy to the mcaning ofhi\loriography, therebyremrorc- 
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ing the view that virtually every social academic discipline defies a 
universally-accepted definition. Acknowledging a sure existence of 
relationships and occasional ovcrlaps between them, one source denies 
that historiography is the same as philosophy of history, or the exercise 
of historical thought and imagination, or the criticism of historical 
writing, orfthe history of history writing. Yet, this same source finds it 
necessary to employ the terms "historiography", "the rhetoric of 
hstory" and "history writingy7 as interchangeable? However, the term 
"historiography" is operationalised as "the craft of writing history 
and/or the yield of ~ . ~ c h  writing considered in the rhetorical aspect". 

4 

This reference to "rhetorical aspect" presupposes that history has, in 
addition to its method, a language. 

reference to "craft" compels another consideration - a con- 
ion of its nature: art or science? The solution to thig problem 

must be located within the discrepancy exie ing between arts and the 
sciences. For those to whom history writing requires artistic imagina- 
tion and other aesthetic considerations like the classical Greeks in their 
conception of biography writing, biograpllio, the option is clear. But for 

to whom historiography means not only analysis but also a 
latic endeavour causal in approach, universal in application and 
:d by a regime of empirical elements, 2 science is supposed. The 
bing categorisation is expressed more succinctly by one scholar: 

Whcn col historical story-telling, the rhetoric of 
the fictive Fers a useful model; when considering 

historical dualyam, thc rhetoric of the sciences in which the 
subject is less compatible with univer 

\f 

physics might be appropriate. 
5 

~ u t  Inaa sourcewarns that historiographers snoulu rlui nu, 
b.,istcnce 

of these dimensions as a clear-cut choice as the two modes are not 
mutually e~clusive.~   he contention is that, depending on the nature of 
the event or phenomenon under consideration, a historical work may 

3e predominantly a ,r predominantly n 

ith the foregoing in ve, it becomes morc tndable 
,,,, ,t is difficult to offel   tic ally uphold, any I dcfini- 

on historiography. Without any intention on prescr~~~iivencss. 
riography has a lot to do with, and is indeed inextricable from, the 
ng of history, the practice of mcthodolng and the studv of the 

practice ofthe methodology of history. As Lewis Gottschalk bar staled, 
historiography constitutes "in their entirety thc writ1 ;tory, or 
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historians". Significantly, he also recognises the important fact that it 
does not just deal with written history alone but also includes spoken 
history.7 

The significant role of historlopaPhy for historians cannot be over- 
emphasised. It is a most essential component in the training of his- 
torians just as the history of technology is a vital guide for proper 
comprehension of the subject. Arthur Marwick has stressed the neces 
sity of the study of historiography because: 

I guishes one civilisation from the other, but the nature and - r of 

individuals constituting a society. Von Herder, regarded her 

of ethnography, condemned the emulation of French 1 and 
I 

I 1 by Germans of his day which to him, coda  only uring 
( ociety to degeneracy.14 Likewise, Ernest Montz Arndt, in his 

11 1 3ublished in 1840, regretted that Germans were mixing their 
Idllg~dg= ~ 4 t h  "scraps of Fre-PL" 

15 

Up to this time, the nir century, the contr j to 

I whether history is analysis or ~t narrative continu Von 

Rankc discountenanced SUUJGLL C J r r ; p ~ ~ s e ~ s i o n ~  and the malcmg of 
1 moral judgement in history, arguing tE how 

1 only exactly what happened. 
16 
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Although historiography was established as an academic discipline 
only in the nineteenth century,'' historical consciousness had existed 
right from classical times. Time will not permit us to do a comprehen- 
sive assessment of developments in historiography all through the ages. 
We can only identify these ages as the classical, the medieval, the 
Renaissance and thc modern period from the nineteenth century till 
date. Although each epoch is cllaracterised by peculiar trends and 
postulations in history writing, a general statement is still possible. The 
historiography of every age reflected its major concern and embraced 
the world view known to thc corresponding people. In the classical 
period, historiography focused attention on kings and their exploits. In 
the Medieval epoch, it was God and His Divine designs. During the 
Renaissance, humanism became the major issue. In the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, racialism, imperialism, colonialism and 
nationalism dominated the historiographical terrain. 

The major postulates of nineteenth century century hisioriography 
.rve a closer look not least because it was the period when profes- 
a1 historians began to conceive their task.'' Historiography at this 

_ was mainly practised by academicians.'' It has also been said 
above that the nineteenth century historiography was characterised by 
nationalism. Guvstavson observcs that historians at that time became 
the "high priests of nationalism".12 

Gottf'ried Von Herder dcvclopcd the conccpt o I charac- 
ter.13 According to him. i t  is neithcr geography nor at distin- 

Another German, a professor of r n ~ ~ o s o r ~ r  Y of 
Berlin, Hegel, declares that the subject of his lectures were not general 
deductions drawn from history, illustrated by particular examples 
therefrom, "but the nature and philosophy of history".'7 Hegel, like 
Ranke, chastised German historians for occupying themselves with 

I how history ought to be written" but went out of his way to allege 
"misrepresentations which are current and continuously recur about 
the aims, interests and methods of hist--.." 

19 

Perhaps the most import; I P ~ Y  
was Marxism. This phenom~ lade 
all earlier history seem old-fabn~ouc;u , 
Marxism's approach is "dialectical materialism" or "mi con- 

ception of history". By this material content, Marxism i jt - 

that knowledge regarding matters of fact is based upc able 

phenome 
Anoth tant plank on the Marxist platform is the dialectics 

which pn i change. In this, Marx was influenced by Hegel, the 
difference being only that the Hegelian dialectics was hinged on 
abstract, intangible ideas. Every idea or thing has elements, thesis, and 
its opposite, anti-thesis, and the resulting contradiction leads to a 
synthesis (thesis vs. antithesis = synthesis). 

The changes in human development acccrdmg to Marxism, oc- 
curred in stages towards a specific goal. Mams all time historiographi- 
cal schema consists in the following order: primitive communalisq 
slave-holding society, feudalism, capitalism and finally communism. 

d 
This progressive change fiom one stage to the other is said to be 
brnught about by economic f ~ r c e s  in society and the contradictions 
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inhercn~ In eacn soc~o-  economic formation. This is historical 
materialism. 

Let us now address the implications of Marxism to historiography. 
Beforc thc advent of Marxism, human development v;as studied in its 
unique and compartmentalised forms. Marxism has demonstrated that 
history can be studied and understood through the application of 
general laws - a quality hitherto attributed onlv to t h ~  physical 
sciences. Paradigms and models are t res of historical 
writing. Dialectical materialism enun nd phenomena 
are interconnected. 

Hilherto, also, politics was regarded as the main preoccupation of 
history. Marxist economic causation has decisively challenged that. 
Little wonder, then, that {he rise of Marxism helped to shift emphasis 
to economic history. Marxism has also hclped shift historical focus to 
 he working class whereas, previously, history had reckoned almost 
exclusively with rulers, heroes, and great historical personages. 

Marxism has, however, left a residue of problems. Marx's idea of 
historical inevitability tends to overlook human indeterminism. Again, 
the route of human development as prescribed by Marxism does not 
apply to all societies. This has created problems in the interpretation 
of African and Asian histories. One fact, however, stands out. Marxism 
has revolutionised the social sciences. 

One should emphasise that nineteenth century historiography was 
not affected only by Hegel, Herder, Ranke and Marx; others like 
Darwin, Spencer, Robert Knox, Buckle and August Comtc, also made 
their mark in unleashing new forces of racialism, colonialism and 
imperialism which have spilled over into the twentieth century. 

European historiography in the nineteenth century was notoriously 
ethnocentric. Otherwise distinguished academics and scholars could 
not resist the temptation of nationalism and racialism which were, by 
and large, the by-products of the stupendous growth of industrialism. 
The unprecedented level of technological developmenl and wealth had 
created a superiority complex not only among statesmen who soon 
embarked on the imperial cause but also among scholars who were 
d o u s  to justify the theory of European superiority vis-a-vis other 
races of Asia and 

The period, therefore, \ nessed the vulgarisation of science in the 
hands of Social Darwinian theorists and anthropologists who supplied 
the much-needed intellectual justification for the imposition of '  
European rule on the so-called "weaker" races of the world. 
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The idea was then vigorousl! canvassed that the so-called "natives" 
of the colonies could not have had a history that was worthy of the 
name. The underlying historiographical assu;dption behind this false 
notion was that there could be no history without the technique of 
writing. Sina lent" of Africa had loped ;the 
technique of p e d ,  Africa cou r u  had a 
history. 

'I mption b t 
con IS .reflectc I 
and tire colon 

For example, Hegel the leading German positivist philosopher, 
blazed the ne~ative trail by his infamou~ assertion that Africans were 
"capable of nrither development nor education".22 According to him, 
Africans were clearly out of human historical stage as "the history of 
the World travelq from East to West, for Europe is absolutely the end 
of History, Asia the heyinning". Africa, he continued, "is no historical 
part of the World; it has ;no movement or development to exhibit . . . 
[It] is thr Un , U n d r   rel loped Spir 
tions of mere 23 

Other Eul U ~ C J I I  writers that suffer. nr;rr;ls U ~ U ~ I L .  V ~ G W  uf 
Afri :an history expr~.s mainly to e 
myth of white superio :. of the e r 
colonial imposition. 

The resultant cnlonialism g ve a new impetus to Eurocentric his- 
toriography as colonialists sought '? defend their enterprise often on 
supercilious ground.  that non-Furopean peoples needed the 
patronage of European~:.wcrs to come into world history and civilisa- 
tion. This Eurocent r;- rncqtality hac affected many scholars like 
Hegel, Newton, Coupland, S e l i L ~ a n  1 of the Hamitic thesis fame), 
Margery Perham, Hugh Trevor-Rocer and a host of others whost? 
notorious views are so y that they need not 
be repeated here. 

The fall-out of the eurocentnclyrn in n~scoriography inevitably 
produced reactions in cism which contributed in no 
small way to a revitali historiography from the late 
nineteenth century onwalus allu U X I G I L ~ ~  in the modern phase of its 
development. These reactionc :ndo in t f 
nationalism and dcc ?lonivitioa 
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AFJUCAN HISTORIOGRAPHY 
Having thus cxamincd historiography from a rather view- 

point, one is inevitably faced with the question: Is ther md of 
historiography that is specifically African'? The answer estion 
is of course in the affirmative despite the spirited denials by the apostles 
of nineteenth century European historiography. One question that 
arises from the above, is how the history of Africa was written, or simply 
how Africans practise history writing. If we choose the first, i.e., how 
the history of ~ f r i c a  is written, we are confronted with a diversity of 
approaches, at best historiographies, ranging from Seligman's dis- 
credited Hamitic hypothesis to Amilcar Cabral's class analysis.% 

and, if we 3 associate African historiography 
tow Afric, history, we are again faced with a 

ulvr;lslLy wlllLrl Lould be G G J ~ ~ V G U  with the sharp contrast between 
Olaudah Equiano's Diary and the UNESCO-sponsored General His- 
tory ofAfn'co. There are instances also where writers of African origin 
have addressed European and knerican histories with great distinc- 
tion. As a matter of fact, the only semblance of homogeneity in the 
African historiographical terrain may have existed in the long era 
before the advent of European culture when oral traditions with almost 
identical characteristics and modes of transmi! ' Jn, prevailed. Even 
then, ce ten records have been attributed to that era in parts 
of Afric 

For ~A,II~,,L, h e  Egyptian hieroplyphics, Meroitic script, Amheric 
in Ethiopia, Vai writing in presenl-day Liberia and Sierra Leone and 
the Nsihidi script of Cross River Basin of Nigeria, were all used to 
record hunian activities. 

Curiously enough, the divergent forms of recording the past (iw we 
have highlighted above) have been recognised by contemporary his- 
torians merely as "traditions". If tradition is anything that is "widely 
practised or understood in a society and which m d )  been 
handed down for at least a fewgenerations", then som ritten 
traditions in ~ f r i c a h  historiograpily do not qualify to led as 
such. Whether we choose to call these forms "traditions" or "historiog- 
raphy(ies)" d l ,  in the final analysis, depend on our conception of the 
historiographical discipline. In other words, there is an ambiguity to 
which the seeming amorphous conception of the term 
"his to~ioga~h\~"  has @ven me.  ':'ithin the framework of an "African 
historiogaphy" !O w+;ch our ti:le has disciplined us, we &all now 

lust have 
~e of thew 
be labell 

I consider the following themes: Oral historio~aphy, Islamic Contribu- 
tions and the Modern Written Phase. 
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I ORAL HISTORIOGRAPHY 
The terms "Oral historiography" and "Oral tradition" have often 

I been used as synonyms by contemporary writers. Since this should not 
I be so, a clarification is necessary at least to indicate their application 

in this discussion. Oral tradition refers to past human actions reported 
through speech and handed down from generation to generation. Oral 

I historiography, on the other hand, is the reconstruction of human 

T history based on Oral tradition. Oral tradition sufficed for keeping the 
records of past human actions for all societies t~efore writing was 

1 
developed. In Europe, Oral historiography prevailed until the "scien- 
tific revolution split philosophy into its component parts."26 In Africa 
where pervasive written documentation had not been the norm, written 
forms have been juxtaposed an Oral forms.27 Oral tradition which 
forms the bedrock of Oral historiography is, therefore, central to the 

ting of A tory. We discuss the methods of Oral 
toriograp ttempt to lral tradition in African his- 
iography. 
Much of oral historiography involves primary data collection. It is, 

therefore, mainlybased on field work. In this enter] researcher 
is confronted with oral data in their basic form jmission. 28 

Before moving into the field, the researcher tries LU U U L ~ L ~  whatever 
information he can on the society whic&Ee is about to work on. In the 
field proper, his approach is question - asking (interviewing). These 
interviews are recorded in either of the following ways: writing, tape- . recording, film or video-recordinq and photographing. The major 
handicap of writing is that in many cases, the researcher is not at ease 
with the local language, especially its orthography. Tape-recording 

i 

provides only sound and the historian may misplace ref 0 

material objects. Equally true is that tape- recording cann .e 
dramatic and melodramatic antics of informants and S. 

Photographs are useful but it demands the good memory of the re- 
searcher to relate the objects to what he has been told in the field. 
Generally, motion photography (film or video) is preferred in the sense 
that it replays the scenes of the interview and captures those dramatic 
and melodramatic acts that sometimes accompany traditions. But it 
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has the important disadvantage of filming only those places the camera 
lens is directed to. 

After field work, the researcher transcribes his oral data. This 
h h r e s  verbatim writing down of oral accounts in the original lan- 

Haviq le methods of oral his- 
toriograp s historiographical ap- 
proach i~ ruG U ~ L  UI ~ I G V ~ U I U E  C . U U L I V V G I S ~ ~ S .  Some historians, 
especially the Eurocentric "builder have sharply 
criticised oral tradition, the very bm -iography and 
African history. Their manners of Crlilclsm navc; uulzred but their 
theme remains the same. How can one evaluate Robert Lotvie's asser- 
tion, for instance, that "I cannot attach to oral traditiys any historical 
value whatsoever under any conditions whatsoever",' or Hegel's 

and replenish a people's memory as regularly and as periodically as 
they occur 

Further $sin fami ial interest in 
ensuring t: forebear! hey had par- 
ticipated arc; nu1 left out of reckoning. Since there is a possibility, 
indeed a tendency, for people to "drift", severe sanctions are exacted 
on whoever selfishly misinterprets, or shows lack of expertise in tradi- 
t i o n ~ . ~ ~  In some cases, sanctions are believed to be applied not by man, 
but by the gods. There are also sanctions of public opinion, but in other 
cases, punishment could be as severe as the death penalty. 

Apart from African communities having law against falsification, 
'a tl specialist oral historians. It takes a long time, for instance, 
" fc 3 specialise in the Zfa divination poetry and become a 

, I - , ,)$ : . Buou~uwu or Arokin court historian, in Yorubaland. The same applies 
.. .. Zl: to the making of thegriot in Senegambia or the Alakun of Idoma. The 

''senices of these specialist historians are complemented by the exist- 

? 1 5 5 ; 9 ince and activities of secret societies such as the Ogboni of Yorubaland, 
' 

,- --, . fhe~k~e/Mboko of the Aro and Ibihio communities of Eastern Nigeria, 
P --: 

'.- .-. and the masquerade groups like the OJ t in Igboland 
- . - . ? -  . who keep custody of particular traditic ' ? .  .-, . ' .  Archaeological sources have attes~cu LU LIIC auLrrcnLlcrty UI oral 

accounts. For exan wered fr ~cological cx- 
cavations in the N4 'inned thl litions of the 
peoples of the area. 

But, perhaps, the most important aspcct of preservation of oral 
tradition in Africa is the fact thal here everybody sees tradition as 
crucial to his or her placc in socictv and lays claim to its k n ~ w l e d e e . ~ ~  

;)1 
-I .a1 concern for, an1 mcnt to, tradition 2s a 
n f sanctity. 

,I 
even if, as critics the turn of every and 

dynasty, there is a concerted cffort to blend oral tradition, it docs not 
automatically follow that it changcs totally because the elements of the 
preceding dynas!ies or regimes (as the case may be) would preserve 

.. . . . . 
it in one form or the other be 
maintained even if it appcars I son 
for this is that power is oft ude 
elements from other rival lineages wno cung to tneu traaitional posts 
as a result ( lopoly thr :ory 
of the peo] 
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myths and epics. Oncc 1 ~ e a p l e  has 
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The reasons adduced by critics of oral tradition include weakness of 
human memory and inaccurate chronology hence the term "dateless 
history". They also allege that oral tradition is normally inclined to the 
political structure I it operates, hence gives validity to the 
establishment of th , a  charter t o  the rights and privileges which 
it claims. 

defects ot Oral tradition, from the perspective of most 
historian! o be exaggerated. In considering these 
i, therefo~ hould be taken to sift actual shortcomings 

lrom mas. Indeed, Int; wcmess  of human memory is notable. But then 
oral tradition does not depend on the ability of a single person to 
remember. Hence any alteration made on it would d e ~ e n d  on the 
general structure of the people in question and these peoples have 
evolved mechanisms for preserving traditions. 

The most common mechanism is the frequency with which these 
traditions are rendered in literary forms, for example, initiation 
ceremonies; masquerade displays; praise names and praise songs; 
rituals; coronations and funerals. These carry historical information 
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It is here noteworthy that, irrespective of ~olitical structure. there 
is some neutrality exisling in o d  litel md 
reinforces traditions for a long time. 

In spite of its worthy contributions to the development of African 
historiography, Islamic historiography was, by and large, autarchic: it 
was limited to the influence of Islam while Islamic religious im act and J' economic life "were singled out and given undue emphasis". Conse- 
quently, only islamised areas of Africa attracted the n of 
I 

rary socie :ties whic h keeps : 

ISLAMIC CONTRIBUTIONS 
Precolonial African historiograph~ 

amic writ1 
~t totally devoid c 

'..l..-:-/A 

I was nc 
written tradition. Thanks to the contributions of some lalallllL,rxrab 
scholars, African historiography was greatly er jral 
traditions, particularly in the Horn of Africa, Eas dan 
belt of sub-Saharan Africa, were documented i~ 

Beginning with the processes of Islamisation and Arabisation of 
North Africa, islamic scholarship soon svread to East Africa and 
Southward to the Sudanese kingdoms, states and empires via the 
trans-Saharan trade rcutes. A number of gifted Arab travellers 

' 

islamised North Africans pioneered this process by giving vivid 
counts of the religious, political and socio-economic formation! 
many African kingdoms and Empires between the tenth and sevc~l- 
teenth centuries. Such writers include aLl Masudi (10th century), al- 
Bakri (11th century), a\-Idrissi (12th century), Ibn Said (13th century) 

THE MODERN WRITTEN P ~ A ~ F ,  
The modem written phase of African historiography did not spring 

out from a vacuum. It grew out of the foundations of earlier phases. 
From the very beginnings through the advent of Europeans, written 

I 1 d not reckon with the activi ricans. The closest were 

1 
t ots of Islamic scholars and t h  nal Europcan traveller 
Or mssluIlary who wrote, more often rnan nor ,  about thc activities of 
Europeans in Africa. 

Starting from about the 1890s, however, a new brccc ited 
Africans, literate in the Roman script, embarked on the wrltlng of 
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As I have analysed elsewhere," any consideration of !hc dcvelop- 
I ~odern African historiography must distinguish hctwcen the 
maLeur, non-professional historiography of the period hefore 1950 
and the academic historiography of the post- 1950 era. Prominent 
among the fust group - the amateur, largely missionnry, historians 
were Rev. C. C. Reindorf of Ghana, Rev. Samuel Johnson, Jacob 
Egharevba both of Nigeria, Sir Apolo Kagwa ~"Uganda  and J.H. Soga 
of Nguni h sgroup took to his[( lain, 
for patriol to earn higher degr~ :mic 
appointmcn~s. ~ v l y  s ~ u u y  un Reindorf reveals flit; CXLC~IL LV w n r c r l  this 
group of amateur historians conceived their task. Reindorf, for in- 
stance, had clear-cut views on the nature and purpose of history, 
authorship, the necessity to comprehend the African political, social 
i ology anc .adi- 
t materials s his 
rather dramar~c prujecuon of the African pcrspcct~vc (71 - all 
of which are refreshingly modern. The pitfalls of Rcindorf and his class 
are also highlighted in that study, notably their unacceptable vicws on 
causation, the hand of od as an hislorical cxplanafion and thcir am- 

and Ibn Battuta (14th century). 
It is pertinent to mention here the epochal contributions of the 

fourteentil century North African scholar, Ibn Khaldun, who is 
generally regarded as the greatest of all Islamic historiographers. His 
two classic works, the Muqaddimah:(An Introduction to History), in 3 
volumes, and Prolegomena constitute perhaps the greatest works 
ever done on historiography.j3 In these two works, Ibn Khaldun for- 
mulated a philosophy which, in an unprecedented manner, probes into 
"the forces that work and shape civil is at ion^".^^ And on a mundane 
level, Ibn Khaldun made mention of the political developments of 
Kanem-Borno in the early stages of its evolution. 

The contributions of the Timbuktu Schodl of historians deserve 
special mention in the development of the writtk phase of African 
historiography. The historians of this school, Mohammed Kati, Ibn 
Mukhtar and A1 Said made a most effective use of oral traditions, 
linguistic data and oth& internal sources to produce the famous lirrikh 
chronicles. The influence of this school was also evident in the works 
of Ibn Fartua, Idris Alooma's biographer, Mohammed Bello 
(philosopher of the Fulanijihad) and the nineteenth century Chronicles 
of Hausaland and Y'l\.va- all preserved in Arabic for posterity. 15 
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bivalence towards European imperialism and culture38 which deficien- 
cies earned s6m m Ayandele's castigation as 'deluded 
hybrids'39. 

1u pruvt; that Africa had a rich history that was as worthy of authentic 
scholarly investigation as had been European history. His research 
efforts culminated in the publication in 1956 of his Trade and Politics 
in the Niger Delta intended as an "introduction to the economic and 
political history of Nigeria". This pioneering work was followed in 1957 
by S .  A. Biobaku's The Egba and TheirNeighbours which was a succinct 
analysis of power politics among the Yoruba people based on similar 
sources as Dike's. 

seminal in quick %$, 
ikinjogbi ), Awe, A cime, 

vlur ullumehin et ur \I.lgblra,, ,allquah, Boahen, Fynn, Agbodeka 
(Ghana), Cheikh Anta Diop (Senegal), Ogot, Temu, Kiwanuka and 
Swai (East Africa) and others too numerous to mention here. Most of 
these scholars made use of oral tradition along with other sources. This 
has given rise to inter- disciplinary methodology, one of the fundamen- 
tal features of modern African academic historiography 

A comprehensive citation of all the historical works published on 
e to Kemi Rotimi and Funso Afola cannot be 
e nor is it even desirable to do s o  The historical 
the richness and diversity of these works. Suffice it 

- 
:ter and features. Apart 
can past, the systematic 
handled in a thoroughly 

SCIeniulC manner, inere 1s ine uellueraie attempt on the part of 
African historians to interpret their findings more as genuinely African 
dramas than as mcrc accounts of European agencies within a passive 
African cnvironmcnt. These features have contributed in no small way 
to the Africanisation of African history. 

Let us now briefly examine the perspectives which contemporary 
African historians have adopted in their works. Three pers~ectives are 
easily identifiable. emporal ional 
perspectives. 

The spatial framewor~ entails thc stuay and understanu~ng of his- 
tory in geographic quanta. This rcsults from the historian's attempt to 
strramline his task. Thus we have East, North, Southern, West and 
Central Africap hbtories with titles in the mould of 'History of West 
Africa', 'History of East Africa', etc. 

The temporal framework involves tracing di vities 
in phases (periodisation). Events and issues a time 
perspectives and this approach distinguishes I U J W I ~  ;Tom orthodox 

Their contribut~ons were supplemented by works from writers like 
Africanus Horton, A.B.C. Sibthorpe and Sir Arthur L ierra 
Leone, John Mensah Sarbah of Ghana and Otunba Payn sand 
many others.46 There were, in addition, the numcrous 
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ories 
and chronicles of towns, cit- ed in response 

~ c a l  and external s~ 
ccond category, i. iography, was 

essenua~ly a phenomenon VI tne posi-worlu war 11 nationalism and 
decolonisation process in Africa. It has been dominated by Western- 
trained ac:rdcmic historians who practise the writing and teaching of 
history as a profcssional pursuit. 

K. 0 .  Dike and J.F.A. Ajayi were prominent in the evolution of the 
modern academic phase and ipso facto well qualified to comment on 
the historiographical terrain they met. In explaining the interlude of 
polemics; by Afric politicians, which separated their age from 
earlier phases, the nic historians hold that, for long, the works 
of thcir untrained 1Jrt;uecrssors (Rcindorf, Johnson, et al) and infor- 
mation in missionary and government records had esca tten- 
tion of historians. They were insteatl stumbled upon by a1 )gists 
who were then not interested in hi:.tory. 40 

1 &nige4' holds the view that two developments gave stimulus 
odern written academic phase. These were Trevor-Roper's 
t denial cf African history and Jan Vansina's intellectual 

L r a L n r 1 . i :  for oral historiomavhv. More fundamental to these develop- 
: of a new generation of historians 
raditions, but who had developed 

a zeal to correct rne nalve reconstructions of their untrained predeces- 
sors and at the same time I E biases c ntric 
colonial historiography. 

Wlth the cstablishment ot new Unlverslttes in Ibadan, Legon and 
. . 

e i~ 1948, ;he stag1 for the flowering ( dern 
; phase of Africa1 graphy. Many Afr :arch 
and acaclemics i )n working on Al story 

projects. Civested of the obsession with written doc;ur~~t;n~s, they 
employed oral tradition as a majnr source material for the reconstruc- 
tion of Afric.;ln history. Kenncth Dike, who has bcen described as the 
"father of rnocirr!? ~ f r i c a n  h~storio!zraphy",42 pioneered this new trend 
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Ceopphy, Sociology, Economics and Law. In the study of African 
history, the most commonly employed sub-divisions are prehistoric, 
precolonial, colonial and post- colonial periods. Let us note, however, 
that rigidity in the application of the temporal approach can lead to 
compartmentalisation of human experience to unique and seemingly 
isolated forms, in essence to fragmentation of knowledge. 

The ideational perspective involves the writing and understanding 
of history through specific references to ideas, values or i JS we 
have such titles as "Racial and Communal Tensions", "TI :ratic 
Experience", "History and ~ e v e l o ~ m e n t " , 4 ~  among 0th 

There is also the effort of the neo-Marxist scholars whose approach 
is holistic and materialistic; for example Walter Rodney's book How 
Europe Underdeveloped Africa and the many works of Yusuff Bala 
Usman and Segun n the Nigerian situation. 

African history : a long way with numerous studies on the 
political, economi cultural, intellectual and contemporary 
developmental problems. Women studies have not been neglected. 
And there have been lively debates and hot controversies among 
scholars on ideological and other is~ues.4~ Apart from historians of 
African origin, committed foreigners have been deeply involved in 
researches on African history. These include Abdullahi Smith, Basil 
Davidson, Jan Vansina, Thomas Hodgkin, David Henige, John ~ a ~ k ,  
Roland Oliver, Michael Crowder, Ivor Wilks, David Kimble, C. Fyfe, 
Robert Smith, Yves Person, Meillassoux, Terence Rang Flint, 
W.B. Webster among others. African history had thus g well- 
deserved international recormition. 
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JS AND 1 FUTUI NIGERIAN CONTRIE 
CHALLENGES 

Let us move towards a conclusion of our djscussion by highlighting 
as briefly as possible, the fall-outs of the stupendous growth of modern 
African historiography in Nigeria which apply, r?rlrtatis nrutandis, to 
other African countries from around 1950 to date. 

The establishment of the University College at Ibadan provided a 
launching pad for Nigerian academic historians like the late Kenneth 
Dike and others to champion and propagate the cause of modern 
African historiography through the writing of African history based on 
rigorous research findings and elaborate interdisciplinary methodol- 

Studies, 
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Scheme, 
Northern 
Rivers St 
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l ogy. Needless to say, this necessarily involved the use of oral tradition 
as a valid source for historical reconstruction. 

Curriculum restructuring was also actively championed at the then 
University College, Jbadan, which by 1950, only offered courses in 
British History, European History and the History of Colonisation in 
Africa by Alien Races and none on African ~ i s t o r y . 4 ~  In English 

racially-oriented books the Heart of Darkness and Mister 
were used side by side with Shakespeare. By 1966 when Dike 

hed his post as Vice-Chancellor of an autonomous University 
of Ibadan, course offerings on African history had become 
predominant. Other Universities like Ife, Nsukka, Ahmadu Bello and 
Benin deliberately emphasised African history courses with Ife having 
the distinction of introducing the compulsory student Original ~ s s :~s  
which have remained to dz .mation of African and 
World history. 
lb promote research in 1113Llll J, dike and his colleagues 

played an active rolc in the establishment of the Nigerian National 
Archives as a repository for governmental, missionary and private 
documents. Hand in hand with this was the establishment of Institutes 
of African Studies in most Nigerian Universities to promote inter-dis- 
ciplinary research on Africa. More importantly, specific Research 
Schemes were embarked upon: for example the Yoruba History 

,story Project, Easter6 Nigeria History Project, the 
History Pro'ect, the Lagos History Project and the 
ry Project. 46 

1 To facilitate the publication of research tindings, the Historical 

I history L 

I 

I ncluding t 

Society of Nigeria, founded in 1955 as the firs1 professional academic 
Society in Nigeria, established the Journal of the Historical Society of 
Nigeria in 1956 and later the TariWl magazine which have projected 
African research findings and numerous data throughout the academic 
world. The Society also published in 1980 the Groundwork of Nigerian 
History which has collated under one cover research findings on various 
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aspects of Nigeria1 1 and 
cultural fields." 

It is no exaggerailon lo siaie inal Lne luauan, IIG, ~dgub,  ~ ~ d t k t i ,  
Benin, Ahmadu Bello, Port Harcourt and Jos Schools of History have 
played an historic role in the development of modern African his- 
toriography. Their products are to be found in positions of academic 
leadership in other Nigerian, African and Western Universities. In 
collective terms, they produced intellectual ambassadors whose impact 
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on African history, Black studies and other scholarly endeavours since 
the 1950s cannot be denied." 

We must, however, guard agains not pretend that 

all is well with the historical and otl dines in present- 

day Nigeria. We are all aware of tllr rmuual LHY,U.~ problems that 
face students, staff and managemer gerian Universities. These 
range from chronic underfunding ifrastructure, shortage of 
teaching and research materials to rne increasing use of the iron fist to 
undermine academic freedom and traditions. An lere of 
demoralisation now pervades the entire University syf h, to all 

intents and purposes, appears targeted for destruction. meaningful 
research has become well-nigh impossible while numerous competent 
and serious studies have no hope of being published in the foreseeable 
future. Instant military memorabilia of all kinds and junk journalism 

to have obeyed the law of nature by filling the gaping vacuum! 
th all humility and a profound sense of responsibility, I wish to 
111 patriots in calling on our policy makers to arrest the glaring 

deterioration in the Nigerian academic environment not just by provid- 
ing adequate funding for research, teaching and publication of scholar- 
ly works, but also by restoring, without delay, the glorious traditions of 
academia which are now disapprearing like the dissolving mirages of 
the Sahara desert. Let us all learn from the lessons of history in order 
to avoid a reoccurrence of intellectual, cultural and political slavery. A 
nation that does not understand its past cannot comprehend its present 
nor properly c 
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